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OUR HEALTH & SAFETY GUIDELINES 

In an effort to protect our clients, crew and staff from the spread of COVID and 
variants, Elk Studio has established new policies and practices. We’re committed to 
providing the highest level of service without compromising your health and safety. 

Elk Studios is in full adherence of the Key to NYC regulations. In addition to our own 
protocols that have been developed from guidelines by the CDC, AICP, APA, and 
WHO, and wherever possible we exceed safety measures and recommendations. 
We will always continue to monitor and adapt to the current situation.

Before entering Elk, we ask that producers / production managers provide proof of 
vaccinations for all attendees and take their own precautions in addition to ours by 
checking the temperatures of everyone who is going to be on set. We can provide 
a contact less thermometer for easy temperature checks if desired.

HERE IS HOW WE ARE MAKING YOUR SHOOTS SAFER AT ELK

We have entered a new era in which compassion, adaptability and honesty are  
at the forefront of the photo and video industry. All of us at Elk are committed to  
ensuring the health, safety and wellbeing of all our clients and each other, while 
enabling a clean, safe, and creative space in which to thrive. 

Please don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions or suggestions.

We look forward to seeing you soon.If you have any further questions please con-
tact us at info@ELKstudionyc.com

Elk is a private studio with the unique ability to have a true cross 
ventilation breeze you can feel throughout the studio with our large 
garage door and rear exit. The studio cyclorama is steps away 
from our garage door, which provides easy outdoor access.

We ask that everyone—staff, clients, and guests—Wear a face mask 
or face covering at all times while in the studio. We can provide 
them if you do not have one.

Please observe social distancing guidelines when possible. 

All surfaces, common areas, and equipment are professionally 
cleaned and sanitized before and after each session.

Auto-dispensing Aesop® hand sanitizer stations are placed through-
out the studio.

Molekule air purifiers (PECO Technology) are installed throughout 
the studio and bathroom.

To maximize airflow Elk has a filtered independent HVAC system 
plus an Industrial extractor fan at the opposite end of the studio to 
pull additional air through the space.

Additional PPE is available if needed.
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